In this paper, we show that if an injective map  on symmetric matrices   n
Introduction
It is an interesting problem to study the interrelation between the multiplicative and the additive structure of a ring or an algebra. Matindale in [1] proved that every multiplicative bijective map from a prime ring containing a nontrivial idempotent onto an arbitrary ring is additive. Thus, the multiplicative structure determines the ring structure for some rings. This result was utilized by P. Šemrl in [2] to describe the form of the semigroup isomorphisms of standard operator algebras on Banach spaces. Some other results on the additivity of multiplicative maps between operator algebras can be found in [3, 4] . Besides ring homomorphisms between rings, sometimes one has to consider Jordan ring homomorphisms. Note that, Jordan operator algebras have important applications in the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics. So, it is also interesting to ask when the Jordan multiplicative structure determines the Jordan ring structure of Jordan rings or algebras.
Let be two rings and let be a map.        
A B R  . It is clear that, if  is unital and additive, then these two forms of Jordan multiplicative maps are equivalent. But in general, for a unital map, we do not know whether they are still equivalent without the additivity assumption.
The question of when a Jordan multiplicative map is additive was investigated by several authors. Let  be a bijective map on a standard operator algebra. Molnár showed in [5] 
Main Results and Its Proof
In this section, we study injective Jordan semi-triple multiplicative maps on , the following is the main result.
is a Jordan semi-triple multiplicative map, that is
if and only if there is an injective homomorphism f of and a complex orthogonal matrix such that
Firstly, we give some properties of injective Jordan semi-triple multiplicative maps on . 
is an idempotent and
for all , is a Jordan semi-triple multiplicative map, which is injective if and only if is injective.
and for any idempotents
be an injective Jordan semi-triple m ltiplicative map.
:  u Then m n  . In the case m n  , for each idempotent
Now we give proof of Theorem 2.1. The main idea is to us o pro 2.1, it e the induction on n , the dimension of the matrix algebra, after proving t result for 2 2  matrices.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order t ve Theorem he suffices to characterize  . Note if
is invertible and By Lemma 2.1, 
For 22 E , since 
. Now by the fact AJA J  and
Next we prove that f is additive. Since and thus we have 
By the fact that 
It follow for some matrix . Define the map on s that eneWithout loss of g rality, we assume that
with is is e uivalent to
Let us define matrices for each by or an arbitrary , From (*) we have
Then there exists 
Ne e any two distinct
and using (*) , we get
Furthermore by the equality
, we obtain Next we prove that
Thus, for any 
From , we have And 
The proofs are complete.
2.1, we can characterize a her two forms of Jordan multiplicative maps on Theorem 2.4. An injective map
if and only if there is an injective homomorphism 
